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Abstract

Experimental cross sections are reported for electron-excitation

of the allowed 2s 2S ”+ 2p 2P

transition in C3” . Center-of-mass energies are fiom below threshold(7.00 eV), through threshold
(8.00 eV), and up to approximately 1.5 x threshold (12 eV). Present results are found to overlap

earlier energy-loss data reported to energies of 8.45 eV. The data are also compared with other
optical-emission resultsfor this dipole-allowed transition, and with several theoretical calculations.
A novel “electronic aperture” is described
which allows discrimination against elastically-scattered

electrons, with their larger Larmor radii,
in experiments with magnetically-confined ions or electrons.

PACS Number:

34.80 Kw
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.I. INTRODUCTION

Electron-impact excitation of the allowed 2s
*S + 2p 2P transition in
C3+is a processwhich
is observed frequently in solar [l], stellar [2], the interstellar medium [3], and laboratory fbsion
plasmas [4,5]. In both the astronomical and hsion environments the 2s

+

2p transition serves as

a usefid diagnostic of electron temperature, emitted power, and opacity. Almost all available results
on cross sectionsorcollisionsstrengthsinmultiply-chargedions

(MCIs) are theoretical.

Measurements involving MCIs are therefore neededto provide “groundtruth” for the calculations.
Those theorieswhich provide good agreement with experiment can then be used
to calculate cross
sections for transitions which have not,
or cannot (the linesare too dense) be measured. We present
herein new measurementsof absolute electron excitation cross sectionsfor the 2s + 2p transitionin

C3+. These measurements overlap, near threshold, earlier results using the electron energy-loss
method [ 6 ] , andathigherenergiesseveraloptical-emissionmeasurementsontheunresolved
resonance doublet 2s ’SI,

+

2p 2P1,2, 3/2 at154.8 and 155.1 nm [7-91.

A summary of the

experimental facility and the energy-loss method is given inSec. I I A . Recent modifications to the
instrument control and data-acquisition system are explained in Sec. I1.B. An “electronic aperture”

(EA) is usedto filter elastically-scattered electrons from the energy-loss spectrum, and
is described
in Sec. I1.C. Present results and discussion of all data are presented in
Sec. III.

II. EXPERIMENTAL
A. The energy-lossmethod
Absolute excitation cross sections for both threshold and above-threshold excitation of the
2s + 2p optically-allowed (dipole) transition in C3+ were measured using
the newly-installed 14.0
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.GHz electron-cyclotron resonance ionsource (Caprice) at JPL [10-121. This source is presently
connected to three separateMCI beam lines dedicatedto measurements of excitation cross-sections,
lifetimes of metastableMCI states, and MCI-neutral charge-exchangem-ray emissioncross sections
[12,131. A schematic diagram of theCaprice source and beam linesis shown in Fig. 1.

The basic experimental approach
in the e- C3+work was the same as in previous work on- e
S' scattering [14], and only differences are noted here. The equation relating the experimentally-

measured parametersto @) , the final excitation cross sectionin cm2, is given by

where W is the total signal rate (s-I), q is the ion charge, e is the electron charge,I, and Ii are the
electron and ion currents,respectively, u, and q aretheelectronandionvelocities(cm

s-I),

respectively, L is themerged path length (cm),E is the efficiency
of the rejection grids-microchannel
plate detection system (dimensionless),T i s the overlap factor between the electron and ion beams
(cm2).

B. Modifications to the data acquisition system

The data acquisition system usedin our previous work was significantly upgraded
to allow
total computer (PC) controlof the beams modulation, position-sensitivedetector (PSD) transfers,
stepper-motor controlfor measuring beams profiles with the moving vanes, and readinglstoring of
transmitted electron and ion currents through the vanes.A schematic diagram of the present control
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system is given in Fig. 2. Control was through two digital UO boards: one to generate beams
chopping voltages and channel gating pulses, anda second to accept the PSD’s (x, y ) position and
STROBE rates, together with the correlatedbeams chopping channel. A PC output signal was input
to high-voltage pulsing circuitry[151 usedto generate moderately fast(1 00 ns risetime), high-voltage
(100-400 V) modulation pulsesto the ion and electron deflection plates. A third counter-timer board
accepted the PSD RATE signal, correlated with the chopping channel. Separation ofthe channels,
corresponding to the different beams chopping phases (ABCD, see Fig. 2), was important as each
channel has a different counting rate, hence incurs
a Werent deadtime correction. The counter-timer
board also controlled the stepper motor and received digitized, transmitted electron and ion beams
currents fromthe vanes’ Faraday cups.

C. The Electronic Aperture

Elastic electron scattering from the MCIs cananbeunwelcome addition to the electron-ion
inelastic scatteringsignal [13,161. It has been noted earlier that the trochoidal analyzing plates can
only separate electrons of differingaxial velocities [171. Hence, two electrons havingthe same axial
velocity (a low-angle inelastically-scattered electron witha high-angle elastically-scattered electron)
will strike the same position on the PSD, leadingto an “aliasing” of signal . The elastic scattering
differential cross section increases approximately as of the MCI. Even

for the case of e - C3+

scattering, this correspondsto a factor of about nine increase in elastic effects relativeto a singlycharged target. Hence it is essential to filter out the elastic componentas completely as possible.
When an electron of longitudinal velocityu, and mass me is scattered at laboratory(LAB)
angle B from an ion, the electron will spiral in the uniform magnetic field B along a trajectory of
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.diameter d given by d = 2me vesin 8 / eB, with the center of the spiral displaced from its starting
position by the distanced/2. Since electrons elastically-scattered through a laboratory(LAB) angle

8 will in general have larger transverse velocities compared
to inelastically-scattered electronsat that
they will have larger spiral diameters. This difference
can be used to remove these electrons, while
transmitting the desired inelastically-scattered ones. In experiments by Bell, et al. [161 a series of
fixed, physical apertures was used to remove the elastically-scattered electrons. With apertures of
diameter D centered on the beam axis, electrons with scattering angles greater than some
Oma will
hit the physical edge of the aperture and be removed. Here the value of D is given by

D = 4me v, sin8.,, /eB.
It is highly desirable to have an adjustable Oma for a given scattered electron energy. It

should be as small as possible to block the elastic electrons and yet transmit
all inelastic electrons.
The only wayto do this withked,physical apertures isto vary B. However, as the whole interaction
region is immersed in this field, all aspects

of the primary and scattered electron beams will be

affected. A more favorable approach is to change D itself Setting up a series of mechanicallyadjustable apertures, externally controlledin an ultrahigh vacuum system would add complexityto

an already difficult experiment. As an alternative, we have developedan “electronic aperture” (EA)
which uses externally-adjustable electrostatic potentials,on an array of poles, to alter the effective
cutoff diameterD. This array consists of16 poles with centers on a 15-mm dia circle about the beam
axis. Each pole is 2.00 mm dia, 25 mm long, and made of CP-grade titanium. A cross section
through the aperture, including equipotentials, is shown in Fig. 3 . The pole array is surrounded by
a cylindrical shield.

In addition, grounded entrance and exit apertures, each of 11 mm dia, are

provided. Equal and opposite potentials are placed on adjacent poles. As a result there is a net
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cancellation of both the electric potential and electric field at the center of the array. Electrons
traveling “sufficiently close” to the array axis are therefore undeflected. Electrons having larger
Larmor radii (elastic electrons with relatively large velocities perpendicular to the magnetic field
direction) will make excursions closerto one of the poles, and their trajectories will be dramatically
affected. These electrons spiral into the rods,or into the surrounding shield.
To quanti@ theseeffectswehavecalculatedtheelectricfieldandresultingelectron
trajectories using theSIMION 3D fields-and-trajectories softwarecode [181. The calculated electric
field as a function of radial distance from the central
axis of theEA, with various potentials placed
on the rods, is shown in Fig. 4 . As expected, the field rises steeply as one approaches the rods.
Samples of several SIMION- calculated trajectories of electrons injected into
the EA areshown in
Fig. 5. Since there is negligible field at the center, electrons with small spiral

diameters can pass

at larger distances from
through unaffected (Fig. 5, upper), while electrons with larger energies and
the central axis will suffer strong deviationsin their trajectories. These are ejected into the rods or
shield(Fig.

5, lower).Thespatialextent

of thecentralzero-fieldregioncan

be adjusted.

Qualitatively, if an electron approaches one of thenegative poles it slows down. This produces a
tighter spiral, anda kink in the trajectory. When the electron orbit re-enters the null-field region
its
spiral center hasbeendisplaced.Ifthisdisplacementissufficientlylarge

the electron willbe

channeled out when it approachesan adjacent positive electrode. When an electron approaches a

positive pole, its Larmor radius will become expanded, and it will hit either the pole
or shield.
In order to understand the transmission propertiesof the array S M O N was used to launch
a series of approximately 2000 trajectories at eachof four values of magnetic field, using starting
energies and (polar azimuthal

4)angles in the center-of-mass (CM) frame. Starting positions were

randomized within a 0.5 mm diameter cylinder to simulate the merged electron beam diameter;
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starting azimuthal angles were also randomized in the interval
(0, 2x). Starting CM energies were
randomized within the range 2-20 eV
for the polar anglesof interest andfor different magnetic field
strengths. The fraction of starting trajectoriespassed by the aperture was obtained for different
multipole potentials, as a function of starting spiral diameter
d Results of transmission are given
in
Fig. 6 at B = 2.5 and 5.0 mT. One clearly sees the cutoff curves moving towards smaller
d (effective

of the poles potential:the spatial extentof
aperture size decreasing)as one increases the magnitude
the central null-field becomes smaller.Also, as one increasesB, the diameter ofthe spirals becomes
smaller, and hence a higher electrode potential is neededto eject electrons with thesmaller d. It is
found in general that the effective aperture diameter depends only upon d and B. In the present
geometry the aperture diameter,
as calculated, could be varied in the range 7- mm
12 (corresponding
to the 10% transmission points).

III. Experimental results
The methods for data acquisition and data analysis
in e - C3+scattering weresimilar to those

used in Ref. [141. Care hadto be taken to tune the electron and ion beams through the center of the
E 4 while maintaining good spatial overlap over 20
thecm merged length (as measured with the four

rotating vanes), and minimum backgrounds from each beam.Ion and electron beam currents were
typically in the range 3-30 nA, and 20-70 nA, respectively. The ion beam was the dominant source
of background, with a maximum rate of about 1 WnA. No metastable levels in the primary C3+
beam are expected for this Li-like ion. Nevertheless we used
the beam-attenuation method [141 as
a further check to see that the beam was exclusively in the ground-state. Within the statistical
accuracy of the measurements, the fraction of metastables was found
to be less than5%.
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Extensive trajectory calculations were performed at the energies ofdata
the set,for elastic and
inelastic electrons. Operationally, the voltages on the positive and negative poles were increased
to
the level where transmission of the inelastically-scattered electrons would be impeded. These pole
voltages result in rejection of most of the large-angle elastic scattering events
( depending onthe CM
energy above threshold). Near threshold the EA works well, and no elastic electrons
are detected.
While elastically-scattered electrons are transmitted through the EA, they
are well-separated on the
PSD due to their large longitudinal velocity and hence small drift
in the AP. Illustrative trajectories
are shownin Fig. 7 for three cases Corresponding to an incident CM energy of 9 eV. In Fig. 7(a) and
(b) one has trajectories for elastically-scattered electrons, with the
EA voltages turned on andoff,
respectively. In Fig. 7(a) almost all thetrajectorieshavebeeneliminated(within

the EA: see

trajectories terminating on the poles) due to the filtering. The few remaining transmitted trajectories;
corresponding to low-angle elastic electrons, do not have sufficient deflectionto reach the PSD.
Trajectories of the inelastically-scattered electrons, with 1 eV residual energy, are shown in
Fig. 7 (c) at the same
EA voltage settingas in Fig. 7(a). There is no loss of
electrons eitherin the EA
or on thePSD. Naturally there are cases further above threshold where
the energy-angle separations
will result in some overlap of the elastic and inelastic electrons.
A subtler rejection effect arises fromhrther displacement due to a broader and tilted beamshear pattern[191for the elastic electrons relative
to the inelastic electrons. This arises because largeangle elastic electrons, traveling with larger Larmor radii than the inelastic electrons, experience a
greater excursion in electric potential within AP as they execute their orbital loops. Finally, highand low-voltage discriminationgrids in fiont of the PSD are used to subtract out contributionsfkom
higher-energy electrons, or possibly soft x-rays reflected fiom metal surfaces.
The general pattern emerges that the

smallnumberoflarge-angle,elastically-scattered
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electrons transmittedby the EA areeffectively dispersed at the PSD. An even smaller number that
overlap the region of interest(ROI) on the PSD are accounted for by the incremental subtraction
method [171. At each CM energy the(x,y)signal at the PSD, consistingof all the inelastic and a small
fiaction of elastic electrons) is analyzed using the3D trajectories code. The fractional contribution
of the elastic signal to the cross section@) is calculated by multiplying the number of calculated
“hits” for a given 0 by the theoretical DCS atthe CM angle 8 corresponding to LAB angle 8 . This
DCS is taken fiom accurate calculations of elastic-scattering phaseshifts [20]. Thus, this method
completesfourlevels

of defenseagainstelastically-scatteredelectrons:trochoidaldispersion,

electronic aperture, discrimination grids,and differential beam shear.
Present experimental results are given in Fig.8, and tabulated in Table 1 . Errors are given
at the 1 . 7 or
~ 90% confidence level, and totalerror bars are shownfor each data point (rather than
relative errors with isolated total error bars). Details of the individual uncertaintiesmay be found
in Table I of Ref. [21]. Theenergyspreadinthepresent

data is 250 meV (FWHM).

Earlier

excitation data are also shown in Fig. 8. These include electron energy-loss measurements near
threshold [6] taken with a stated electron energy spread of170 meV, and optical-emission results
[7-91 taken with broader spreads of 1.7 [9] and 2.3 eV [7,8]. From the experimental comparisons

in Fig. 8 oneseesgoodagreementnearthreshold

(8-8.5 ev) between the two energy-loss

measurements. Away fiom threshold (10-12 eV) - where the effects of the sharp Wigner onsetand
the varying electron energy spreads are less important

- there is also

good agreement between

present energy-loss results and the results of Refs.
[7,8]. The results of Ref.[9] are lower than either
present data or other optical data [7,8] in the 10-12 eV energy range, although the difference is
approaching the limitsof the combined total error bars[22].
There are additionally three theories available for comparison. Theseare a Coulomb-Born
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(CB) calculation [23], a two-state close-coupling (2CC) calculation [23], and a more recent ninestate A-matrix (9CC) calculation [24]. These three theories are also presented in Fig. 8, with the first
two shown attwo electron-energy spreads - 0.17 and 2.3 eV - for comparison with the energy-loss
andoptical-emissiondata,respectively.Agreementamongthetheoriesandtheenergy-loss
experiments at threshold isgood. In the 9-12 eV range the9CC calculation lies towards the lower
range of the present energy-loss data; while agreement of the present
data with the 2CC and CB in
this energy range is good. The agreementof the two optical-emission experiments with the 9CC is
somewhat better than with theCB or 2CC. The data of Ref [9] now lie only about
10-20% below
the 9CC theory, but 20-30% below the optical and energy-loss data.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
Present energy-loss measurements of absolute excitation cross sections

for the 2s

4

2p

transition in e + C3' collisions arein good agreement with a previous energy-loss measurement at
threshold [6]; and above thresholdwith optical-emission results of Refs.[7,8]. Present results above
threshold are about 35% higher than the optical-emission dataof Ref [9]. Agreement of present
results with three theories- a Coulomb-Born calculation [23], a two-state close coupling calculation
[23], and a nine-state R-matrix calculation [24]- is satisfactory throughout the energy range (8-12
eV) of thepresent energy-loss measurements.
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Table 1. Absolute excitation cross sections for the
2s 'S
~~

Energy ( e v
~~~

a

~~~

~

~

~~

2p 'P transition in e+ C3'

~

Section
Cross
~~~~

+

cm2)
~

~~~~

7.1

-0.33b

7.4

-0.65b

7.7

O.Olb

7.9

0.92b

8.0

4.04

8.1

6.05

8.2

6.72

8.4

7.76

8.5

7.38

8.9

6.80

9.1

6.83

9.2

6.59

9.6

6.95

9.8

6.21

10.0

6.08

10.1

5.48

10.4

6.49

10.6

5.42

'10.7

5.71

11.1

5.40

11.6

5.72

12.1

5.25

The electron energy scaleis accurate to k0.05 eV.
Non-zero values below threshold include effects
of the electron energy spread and statisticalerrors

in the experiment.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1

Configuration (not to scale) of the JPL MCIfacility. (Ll-L7), three-element focusing
lenses, (B) differentialpumpingbaffle,

(D) deflectorplates, (SM) masslcharge

selection magnet, (I”) electron merging plates, ( A P ) electron analyzing plates,(MI)
electron mirrorto reflect inelastically-backscattered electrons intothe forward PSD,
(EA) electronic aperture to limit the transmission of elastically-scattered electrons,
@P) trochoidal platesto deflect parent electronbeam out of the scattering plane,(G)

retarding grids, (PSD) position-sensitive detector, ( C E ) charge-exchange cell, (MCP)
microchannel plate, and (PMT) multiplier phototube. The three beam lines afterthe
beam switcher are for excitation (used here), f-value (usinga Kingdon trap), and X-

ray emissiodcharge-exchange measurements.

Figure 2

Schematic diagram of the PC-based system control and data acquisition

Figure 3

Schematic of the “electronic aperture” used to filter elastically-scattered electrons with
the larger Larmor gyroradii. This end-on view shows sixteen

flow lines.

rods (dark circles)

symmetrically placed about the merged electron and ion
beams (shaded central region).
Light lines are calculated equipotentials. Equal andopposite potentials are placed on
adjacent rods,and unwanted electron are ejected intothe rods orthe positively-biased
shields.

Figure 4

Magnitude of the net electric field of the EA as a fbnction of radial distance from the
central axis. Each curve is labeled by the alternate voltages placed on the16 rods.
The center of the rods is at 7.50 mm, with each rod 2.00 mm dia.

16

Figure 5

Sampleelectrontrajectoriesfor

60” scatteringattheindicatedelectronenergies,

with f 200 V on alternate poles, and as viewed along the multipole
or solenoidal Bfield axis.

Figure 6

Fraction of electronstransmittedasafbnctionofthe

maximum excursionofthe

electron fiom the centerof the E A at the indicated solenoidal magnetic fields. The
alternating potentials for adjacent rodsare indicatedon each curve. The 16 poles are
centered on a radius of 7.50 mm.

Figure 7

SLMION 3D simulationsoftheactionoftheelectronicaperture

(EA): Shownare

20 trajectories in three cases corresponding to a 9 eV CM energy: (a) elastically-

scattered electron signal with theEA “on” (% 300 V on alternate rods); (b) sameas
(a), but with theEA voltages “OF’
(c) 1 eV inelastically-scattered electrons with
EA
voltages “on,” to be compared with (a). See Fig. 1 for other notation.

Figure 8

Experimentalcrosssections

vs CM energyforexcitationofthe

2s 2S ”* 2p 2P

transition in e+ C3+. Present energy-loss results are givenas filled circles, withfull
absolute error bars shown at the 90% confidence level ( 1 . 7 ~ ) . Other results are:
energy-loss measurements near threshold (open circles with mainly relative
error bars
[6]), optical-emission measurements (filled square with relative-error bars [9]; open

triangles with relative-error bars [7,8]. The solid line is a Coulomb-Born calculation
[23] folded with 0.17 eV and 2.3 eV FWHM Gaussian electron-energy distributions

of Ref.[6] and Refs. [7,8], respectively. The dashed line isa two-state close coupling
calculation [23] convoluted with a2.3 eV electron-energy distribution and shiftedto
the spectroscopicthresholdforcomparisonwithmeasurement.Thelinkedline
[24], as digitized from
represents resultsin the nine-state R-matrix calculation of Ref.

an expanded Fig.2 of that paper.
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